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International students Tianyang Qi and Linxiao Zhao give a presentation on China and their hometowns, Tianjin and Chongqing.

F

ormer President Jimmy Carter was the speaker at this
year's national China Town Hall, where students and
faculty discussed international education between China
and the U.S. at its eighth event on Thursday, Oct. 16.
The discussion was part of a national event, and Winona
State University was one of four institutions in Minnesota
to have a venue for students, faculty and community
members to listen and participate.
The audience of 25 people in the Purple Rooms in
Kryzsko Commons were able to listen to the former
president's speech live via webcast.
President Carter spoke about his history with U.S.-China
relations and said China and America were both benefitting
from exchange students.
The local speaker was Judy Polumbaum, a professor
from the University of Iowa school of journalism and mass
communication. She spoke about the increase and benefit
of Chinese students coming to America to study.
Polumbaum said/'It's a good opportunity for faculty
and students. Five million students around the world are
studying outside of their home country. One in six is from
China."
A few audience members wondered why more American
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students do not travel to China to study. Polumbaum said
the reason for this could be a language barrier or financial
pressure.
Polumbaum spent three years in China teaching
journalism and has made subsequent trips there in recent
years. She also worked for China Daily and said it has
improved since its establishment in 1981.
She said her purpose in teaching journalism in China
was for Chinese students to "learn the western style
of reporting so that they can do better in writing about
China."
Kemale Pinar, the director of international services, said
the event provided a platform for Chinese and Americans
to talk about issues in international relations with China.
"By bringing it to students, faculty, staff and the
community, we are trying to make them aware of these
issues," Pinar said.
Two students from China, Tianyang Qi and Linxiao
Zhao, provided audience members a brief overview of
China including language, historical sites and cuisine.
Pinar said the Chinese people were very curious about
the world after the Chinese government opened its doors
after being closed for many years, and this was probably a
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reason for the large number of Chinese students studying
in America.
She also said the American education system is
recognized as a "top-notch system."
"China has over a billion people, so the competition is
intense for anything," Pinar said. "Having an American
education gives them an advantage."
Pinar said students get the experience they need
because of the exchange agreements between the Chinese
institutions and Winona State, and these institutions are
happy to send their students here.
Pinar continued and said cost effectiveness and safety of
Winona was also a contributing factor.
"One student told me they liked Winona because it's
in the heart of America, and it was like experiencing the
real American lifestyle," Pinar said. "We hope to increase
the number of degree-seeking students and encourage
diversity among the programs."
BY JORDAN GERARD

news reporter

jgerardll@winona.edu
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Major and Career Exploration Fair offers students a
new perspective on choosing careers and majors
S

tudents will have the chance to connect with faculty
and alumni to learn more about available majors,
minors and other career programs next week at the sixth
annual Major and Career Exploration Fair.
Academic and career advisor Amy Meyer said the fair
will have options for everyone.
"It will be geared toward students of all sorts, including
students looking to add a minor or second major, wanting
to learn more about careers in the major or considering
changing majors," Meyer said.
New this year will be the student and alumni "Meet
and Greet," where students can talk with Winona State
University alumni in their career field.
Meyer said Career Services has confirmed alumni for
nursing, business administration, mass communication,
accounting/finance, computer science, special education,
criminal justice and are hoping to add more. Almost every
department is represented at the fair each year by faculty,
students or both, Meyer said.
"I think a lot of students struggle with defining who
they are," Meyer said. "From a career perspective, this is a
big decision, and students can get stuck and become very
stressed out by not having the right information about the
right process."
Every year about 25 percent of Winona State's incoming
first-year students do not have a major declared, and

nationwide about 75 percent of students change their major
at least once, Meyer said.
"We see students who come in their late sophomore or
junior year, and they're struggling because they realize
that they are not in the right major. They have so many
credits and so much money invested in a degree that they
no longer want to pursue," Meyer said."We want to get
rid of the stress, reduce the cost and help students fit that
four-year graduation time frame by helping them as soon
as possible in their college experience."
Meyer said the fair, which will be held from 10:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 29 in McCown Gymnasium,
can help students better prepare for the workplace and
compete more effectively for jobs when they graduate.
Another new component to this year's fair is, "Focus2:"
a career self-assessment.
"Focus2" consists of five assessments, based off
of career and personality interests. Upon taking the
assessments, students will receive instant results of what
kinds of careers are best suited for them, Meyer said.
Two Fitbits will be given away in a drawing, which are
valued at $99 value each.
Dezi Prinzing, a sophomore at Winona State, attended
the fair last year, and it helped her to select a new major.
"I wasn't exactly sure what I wanted to do, and I was
pondering between a couple majors," Prinzing said.

11:10 p.m.

Prior to the fair, she was a communications studies
major, and after attending she switched to human resource
management and business administration.
"It was really nice how they welcomed everybody in.
They have prizes and food, and everybody gets to take
something away from it," Prinzing said. "It was just nice
to meet with people from all different academic areas and
be able to talk with them."
Prinzing said she also plans on attending the fair this
year to help her continue with her new major.
Prinzing encourages students who "have a declared
major and want to look into what you can do with your
major, look at career options, or talk to students who have
already gone through the whole process and figure out
what steps you should take to get there."

BY JESSICA BENDZICK
news reporter
jbendzickl 0@winona.edu

' 10:00 a.m.
A student reported that her unlocked bike was stolen from outside of
Memorial Hall.

Law enforcement arrived on campus to perform a welfare check on a
student. The student was eventually taken to the hospital.

5:45 p.m.
A student reported that her bike was taken from outside of Watkins
Hall.

1:15 a.m.
Security discovered several individuals taking folding chairs from the
Gazebo. One was apprehended and referred to the conduct officer.

12:59 a.m.
Security conducted a welfare check on an intoxicated student in
Prentiss-Lucas'Hall. The student was allowed to remain with a sober

2:50 a.m.
A student reported to a staff member that she was sexually assaulted
while at an off campus location. The matter was referred to the
afirmative action officer

5:10 p.m.
A student was cited for an alcohol violation in the Quad. The matter
was referred to the hall director
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1:30 p.m.
Security heard someone scream near the Performing Arts Center
Upon arrival, it was found that a woman had tripped on the sidewalk.
EMS was notified, but she was not transported.

9:2/ p.m.

1:35 a.m.

A student reported that her WSU ID was taken from Kryzsko
Commons and the ID was eventually used. The matter was referred
to the director of security.

Several students were cited for an alcohol violation in the Quad. The
matter was referred to the hall director
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Coming Out Week celebrates gender and sexuality equality
A
little over a year ago, after first turning down the
proposed law of defining marriage as a union
between those of the opposite sex in the state constitution,
Minnesota legalized gay marriage.
Despite this, Leah Bentfield, the president of the Winona
State University Full Spectrum: Gay-Straight Alliance,
said she thinks the LGBTQ community that many need to
educated about.
"[Many have] heard the terms gay, lesbian, or bisexual,
but there are so many stereotypes that are involved with
those," Bentfield said. However, she said she believed
there is a lack of education in the rest of the spectrum.
Bentfield, a senior psychology major, has been involved
in Full Spectrum since the start of her freshman year.
Bentfield's high school did not have a gay-straight alliance
that she could join, but she said she is proud one has
formed there since her graduation.
Oct. 11 was National Coming Out Day, which is
a celebration and a show of support for the LGBTQ
community.
While most campuses do multiple events for Coming
Out Day, at Winona State, Full Spectrum club "decided
to make a whole week of events to educate, fundraise and
show general awareness on the Winona State campus in
particular and the Winona community," Bentfield said.
Although the Coming Out Week events have varied
year-to-year since its beginning a few years ago, there
are usually the same types of events: fundraising dance,

speakers and activities, Bentfield said.
The week began with the fundraising dance, Fall Fling.
"Fall Fling was amazing, and I think it really jump
started peoples' excitement for the week," Bentfield said.
The numerous other activities included a Safe Space
training, which, was attended by a number of faculty, a
screening of the movie "Rent," due to the LGBTQ themes
throughout the story and "Coming Out For Cake," an event
where people shared their coming out experiences with
each other.
"This year [the speaker] was generously provided by the
diversity office," Bentfield said.
Each of the eight officers of the club oversaw a day and
event throughout the week.
Bentfield organized the community spiritual dinner,
as well as oversaw everyone else's events to ensure the
week's events went smoothly.
"I am passionate about educating people about a cause
that affects me personally and affects so many people,"
Bentfield said.
She also added that although peoples' chances to
participate in this year's Coming Out Week events have
passed, there will be similar events held in the spring that
are open to the student body.
During the spring, Full Spectrum hosts Pride Week,
surrounding the National Day of Silence.
"Instead of a celebration like Coming Out Day, it is
more for remembering and educating on why we have such

high rates of mental illness, depression and suicide in our
community," Bentfield said.
Last week's events, along with the Pride Week events
in the spring, are just some of the ways Full Spectrum at
Winona State are working toward making a minority's
rights not only legal but also understood, Bentfield said.

BY VICTORIA MCKENZIE
news reporter

vmckenziel 2@winona.edu

Alumni
return
to
Winona
The 2014 Distinguished Alumni Awards will showcase
Winona State University s finest graduates and faculty
E

very year, as part of its Homecoming celebration,
Winona State University and the Alumni Society
recognize alumni, faculty and community members for
their career accomplishments and the contributions to their
communities after they have left Winona State.
On Friday, Oct. 24, the recipients will be recognized at
the Distinguished Awards Banquet at the Visions Event
Center in Winona.
Director of Alumni Relations, Ann MacDonald,
coordinates the entire process.
"It is a really difficult job," MacDonald said. "Our
committee members enjoy being on the committee because
they love reading about all the outstanding nominations,
but it's really a difficult challenge."
"I love all the awards, but I especially love seeing what
the young alums have accomplished in the short time since
they left the institution," MacDonald said.
Tasha Schuh, one of this year's Distinguished Young
Alumna recipients, fell 16 feet through a trap door while
on the set of her high school's production of "The Wizard
of Oz." She broke her neck and was left paralyzed from
the neck down.
Schuh wrote a book titled, "My Last Step Backward,"
which narrates her experience and life since the accident.
Now she is a motivational speaker who travels around the
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country, speaking to thousands of people every year.
"I truly believe, had I not gone to Winona State, that I
would not be where I am today," Schuh said. "I literally
am living more of a life now sitting in this wheelchair than
before when I was walking. When I found out that they
had selected me, I was so emotional. Words cannot express
what an honor it is"
In 2012, Schuh received the National Rehabilitation
Champion Award, and became the fifth "Ms. Wheelchair
USA" in July of the same year.
"In these last 11 years since graduating from Winona
State, I've just learned life is really what you make it,"
Schuh said. "I realized I didn't have to walk to be happy. I
didn't have to walk to live a fulfilling life. I could do that
sitting iii^Wheelchair."
MacDonald said the distinguished alumni are selected
based off what they have done in their professional and
community life, as well as the contributions of time, talent
and treasure they give back to Winona State.
"The purpose of these awards is to highlight the
individuals who have graduated from Winona State,"
Macdonald said, "and how they've utilized the knowledge
and the experience that they received here. Also, they are
an inspiration to current students to see what the value of
their education is and can be."

Each spring the committee, comprised of members of
the Alumni Society Board of Directors, gets together to
review the nominees, a process that has been happening
since 1983.
Each recipient receives a replica of the presidential
medallion, with his or her name engraved on the back.
Graduates can be nominated online on the Winona State
website via nomination forms.

BY JESSICA BENDZICK
news reporter

jbendzickl 0@winona.edu
Oct. 22,2014
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Time: 7 - 8:30 p.m.
Science Laboratory Cent*
Contact: ahines@winona.edu

Heath Hyche Comedy Show
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Harriet Johnson Auditorium
Somsen Hall

Ansel Adams Talk
Time: 1:05 p.m.
Place: Vivian R. Fussilo Main Stage

Help
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Michael Adams to speak of father, Ansel Adams
The life of Ansel Adams will be shared by his son at Winona State
M
ichael Adams, son of famous photographer Ansel
Adams, will be offering a new perspective on his
father on Friday, Oct. 24.
Winona State University will host speaker Michael
Adams for "Ansel Adams: A Son's Perspective."
Michael Adams is the oldest son of Ansel Adams and is
a retired major general from the United States Air Force,
said Heather Casper, curator at the Minnesota Marine Art
Museum (MMAM).
Casper said,"Michael is going to be speaking on behalf
of his father on his life, passion as a photographer and
his career. The purpose is to tell people what it was like
growing up as Ansel's son."
Michael Adams will share stories of his father's
childhood, other hobbies he enjoyed, the story behind his
most famous photo "Moonrise Hernandez" and numerous
other stories from his father's career.
Casper said Ansel Adams' most iconic work is
recognized in his landscape photography for his use of
elements such as scale and space. She said many of his
photographs were known for depicting the natural beauty
of nature.

Casper said Ansel Adams' work continues to influence
photographers of all kinds and said he was a guru of
dark room photography, as well as black and white
photography.
MMAM opened their Ansel Adams exhibition on Oct.
17, with enough of his photos to present a two-gallery
show. The display will be open until Jan. 11, Casper said.
This is the first time the MMAM has had an exhibition
of Ansel Adams' photographs, and Casper said they want
to make the most of this opportunity by bringing Michael
in to speak.
"We decided to partner with Winona State and contact
Michael," Casper said. "We thought it would be cool to
have a firsthand account on Ansel's life from his son's
perspective."
Casper said Michael Adams looks to keep his father's
passion of wildlife preservation alive by speaking
about it to other people and raising awareness about the
conservation of nature.
The event, which is sponsored by MMAM and the
liberal arts department of Winona State, starts at 1 p.m. and
is free and open to the public.

Casper said the MMAM will also provide a chartered
bus to the exhibition for those who would like to see the
Ansel Adams exhibition before the event.
The MMAM is open Tuesday through Sunday, and
Casper said students can get in free on Tuesdays with
student IDs.

BY BEN STRAND

news reporter
bstrandll@winona.edu
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"Assassins" makes a bang on the main stage

WSU theatre department opens this year with Assassins the musical.

O

n Thursday, Oct. 16,1 saw the musical "Assassins"
on The Vivian R. Fusillo Main Stage Theatre at
Winona State University's Performing Arts Center.
The musical, written by Stephan Sondheim, focused on
different assassinations and attempted assassinations of
U.S. presidents in history, with assassins including Lee
Harvey Oswald and John Wilkes Booth.
The set used dark colors which helped to create a dark,
almost cynical atmosphere that the characters could play
around in. The make up and costumes used were perfect
for each character, from a goofy Santa suit all the way
to 1970s garb, it was spot on. The makeup for Leon
Czologsz, played by Jake Nielson, was especially spooky.
It gave you the idea of how completely bonkers these
people were.
"Assassins" had a great amount of humor to sway from
such a dark topic.
Audience member Angela Christianson also enjoyed
the musical and said, "I really liked it. I thought it was an
interesting take on the assassins in history."
I never felt like I was trying to be persuaded or
convinced into believing the assassins were good or bad
people. There were some biased ideas, but they were
presented in a humoristic or sarcastic manor I feel was
not persuasive. Yet, I learned a lot about how these people
changed the nation.
Many of the statements and lines said during the
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productitm were thought provoking, which I appreciated.
It was definitely not a musical suited for young audiences,
which I think made it even more enjoyable. The many
aspects and ideas discussed were things which needed to
be brought to light, so, why not add a few swear words to
add intensity?
My favorite character was Sara Jane Moore, played by
Amy Kennedy. She brought a lot of humor to the stage in
a silly way such as pulling a shoe out of her purse instead
of her gun, or even throwing bullets toward the president
when her gun did not work. The laughs were endless with
this character.
Lynette "Squeaky" Fromme, played by Megan Smith,
and Moore created the dynamic duo and main source of
comedy for this production.
Sam Byck, played by Ross McNall, was also quite
entertaining with his tape recorder and brilliant plans
about how he was going to assassinate President Richard
Nixon.
Another character I thought made a huge impact on the
play was Lee Harvey Oswald, played by Cory Meier. I
could feel myself getting emotional toward his appearance
on stage.
"Why was life so hard for him?" "What was he going to
do?" "What thoughts really went through his mind during
this sad moment in history?" were all questions flooding
my mind as Oswald was being persuaded into shooting
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President John F. Kennedy in the production.
The tension and emotions rose as all of the past and
future assassins began to convince Oswald not to commit
suicide but rather to shoot the president. The realization
that people felt passion toward him—even though it was
hateful passion—was enough reason for him to squeeze
the trigger. I felt sadness for the character at that point.
Barbra Burchill, another member of the audience,
thought the show was fantastic upon its conclusion.
"It brought out a lot of different perspectives that many
don't think about," Burchill said. "It was so well done."
One downside to the performance was that it was
sometimes hard to hear the actors. There were a few
moments when I could not hear what was said at all,
missing a punch line or the joke altogether. Beyond that,
there were hardly any hiccups.
This musical was one show I will remember for a
while. I learned a lot and continue to think about the many
perspectives brought to light.
I enjoyed "Assassins" and found it well choreographed
and entertaining.

BY MICHAELA HANDKE

features writer
mhandkel4@winona.edu
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Student parents find support
through small organization
T

he Student Parent Support Initiative (SPSI) is a group
in which student parents can meet others who are
attending school while they are pregnant, parenting or
both.
SPSI began in the fall of 2011 and is funded by the
Minnesota Department of Health through July of 2017.
Debra Hammel, coordinator for SPSI, said the goal
of the organization was for student parents to meet one
another and provide a number of resources through school
and the community.
"The group provides not only academic support, but
also refers them to campus and community resources,"
she said. "Emergency fUnds are available to help students
in times of need for such things as childcare, textbooks,
utilities, housing or even transportation."
The group holds lunches for mothers on Monday
and Thursday of every week from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
the River Room in Kryzsko Commons. There is also a
lunch for fathers on Wednesdays of each week at Mugby
Junction, located across from campus on Huff Street.
These meetings allow parents to eat lunch and converse
with other parents who are also taking college courses.
Pang Carter, a sophomore accounting major at Winona
State and mother of two, has been a member of SPSI for a
little under two months.
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"It's helpful to know that there are other students who
are parents, and the support I have received has helped my
educational experience to be better," Pang said.
Along with the lunches, SPSI finds other opportunities
for student parents to support each other.
The group holds family dinners once a month, where
student parents can bring their significant others and
children to Winona State Children's Center for dinner and
a speaker.
The speaker typically talks about a theme such as
bedtime routines or encouraging childhood literacy. While
parents listen to the speaker and talk with their fellow
student parents, the children play in one the childcare
center rooms and are watched by childcare center
employees.
SPSI also hosts biannual clothing exchanges, where
parents can bring clothing to donate as well as take
clothing for their children. No money is exchanged, and a
parent does not need to bring clothing in order to receive
clothing.
"We love the exchange idea," Hammel said. "Get rid of
what you don't need anymore, and then people take what
they need."
Last week, on Oct. 14 and 15, SPSI held their third
annual clothing exchange.

Elisi Smith-Waller, a senior elementary education
major and mother of two, has been a member of SPSI for
two and a half years and said she appreciates the group's
clothing exchange and the sense of community through the
support of other student parents.
"I like that it's a way for us to support each other," she
said. "I don't need the clothes that were donated. I might
have gotten a little bit of money from selling to Once
Upon a Child, but I'd rather bring it here and support
another student parent. I'm glad to have that support in my
direction, too."
SPSI provides support and friendship for parenting
students, but the main goal is more than this.
Hammel said, "The initiative's ultimate goal is student
retention: to support parents so they can succeed in
school and go on to graduate from college. Our students
graduate—we have seen so many come through all the
way to graduation; our group carried them through.

BY KALIKA VALENTINE-ERICKSON

features writer
kvalentineeriO7@winona.edu
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Review: Second Page improv show gets
big laughs at Saint Mary's University
S

aint Mary's University hosted an
improv show performed by students
and enjoyed by the public last weekend as
part of the Second Page comedy troupe's
acting career.
I walked into the Second Page improv
show knowing absolutely nothing, aside
from being familiar with "Who's Line Is
It Anyway," the most commonly known
improv show in popular culture.
When I first entered the Joseph Page
Theatre, I was greeted by friendly faces
who asked me to write down a funny
phrase that could have been used during
the show. I wrote down my phrase, which
ended up not being used once the show
started, and told the girls at the entrance I
had no idea what I was getting myself into.
They excitedly explained the concept of
the show to me.
Second Page, an improv group and the
campus's comedy troupe, puts the show on
every semester, said Kathleen Bryant of
St. Mary's. This specific performance had
three different show times, Friday at 7 p.m.
and 10 p.m., and Saturday at 8 p.m.
All of the performances were free and
offered various drinks and snacks for $1.
The comedy troupe holds auditions two
weeks before the show and chooses seven
to eight performers. The students, who are
mostly theater majors, practice from 10
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p.m. until midnight every night for the two
weeks preceding the show. Because the
group contains mainly theater majors—
who have rehearsal for other shows from 6
to 10 p.m.—late nights were the only time
slot open for them to rehearse.
Haylie McComb, vice president of
the improv club and cast member of the
show, said practice for the cast is "playing
games." She explained the new group
learns the art of improv through games and
skits.
The theme for this show was
"Whodunnit?" or a murder mystery. Each
show has a main theme. Past themes have
been Christmas, superhero and space.
When I took my seat, I struck up a
conversation with the person next to me.
He introduced himself as Walker Robeson,
the former Second Page vice president and
said this was the first performance he had
seen since he had always been in the show.
"I'm super excited because the president
and vice president this year are doing a
kick ass job," Robeson said.
Once the performance started, it was
a mixture of scripted lines and improv
games. Between the scripted lines, cast
members had audience members choose
games out of a bowl. Some of the games
played were "You Insensitive Jerk," "Story
Story Die," and "Instant Replay."

There was a ton of audience participation
with members choosing various situations
and characters for the cast to portray.
Some of the audience suggestions were as
followed: a performer was given the job
of a porcupine de-quiller; another had to
be an aquarium and a group had to pretend
to brush their teeth with a chain-saw
toothbrush and kangaroo toothpaste while
being a cactus. The goal of this act was to
have one cast member figure out their roles
through pantomime.
I was warned the show could have some
duds — and I was fully prepared for such
moments — but I was pleasantly surprised
when there were none. Some things were
funnier than others, but the cast never did
anything that was intended to be funny that
was not laughed at.
Sydney Rudquist, a sophomore at Saint
Mary's, said she enjoyed Second Page's
performance.
"I loved it. I love going to Second Page
shows," she said. "My favorite part was
Andrew [a member of cast] trying to act as
the aquarium. I have to work otherwise I'd
be back for the 10 o'clock show."
Another audience member, who wished
to remain anonymous, said, "The show was
really funny. It was definitely better than I
expected it to be."
I loved the show, and I will definitely

attend a future performance. The only
negative reaction I had was that at times
the cast made jokes only people familiar
with St. Mary's would understand. For
example, they referenced Brother William
several times, and I had no idea who
he was until I asked and was told he is
the president of the university. Overall,
however, the show was enjoyable and
funny.
There will be a show with a new cast
and theme this spring, and I definitely
recommend attending.

BY KALIKA VALENTINE-ERICKSON

features writer
kvalentineeriO7@winona.edu

WSU women's soccer moves to second in NSIC
F

or the eighth time this season the Winona State University's women's soccer team
posted a shutout —this time with a 2-0 win against Southwest Minnesota State
University on Sunday afternoon at home.
On Saturday afternoon the No. 18 Warriors posted their first win of the two-game home
stand with a 6-1 win over the University of Sioux Falls.
After this past weekends games, the Warriors win streak moves to eight with their
overall season record reaching 13-1 and moving them to second in the NSIC with a
record of 10-1, behind Minnesota State University, Mankato: the sole team still left
undefeated in the conference at 11-0.
Winona State was first on the scoreboard on Sunday against Southwest Minnesota State
in the tenth minute of the game when freshman midfielder Mikaella Sabinash scored her
first career goal as a Warrior off of an assist from senior midfielder Shauna Rodman to
lead the team 1 -0.
Later on in the first half, sophomore forward Meg Riebau scored an insurance goal to
increase the Warriors lead 2-0, which would remain for the rest of the game. This was
Riebau's fourth goal of the season, and junior midfielder Elizabeth Fritz was awarded
with an assist.
Winona State totaled 20 shots, with eight being on goal, during the game to Southwest
Minnesota's eight total shots.
Nicole Sames led the team with four shots individually. Alaina Kne, Rodman and
Riebau had three shots apiece with Kne recording all of her shots on goal and Rodman
and Riebau with one shot on goal each.
Madalyn Jansen, Kenzie Rose and Hannah Burt added two shots each to the teams total
with one of Burt's and Jansen's shots each being on goal.
Sabinash's sole shot was the first goal of the game.
Freshman goalkeeper Rachel Oleson added her eighth shutout of the season to her
career statistics with four saves against the Mustangs.
Southwest Minnesota posted eight total shots as a team, with half of those shots being
on goal.
Autumn Hayes and Kendahl Fisher each had two shots on goal, while Kylie Redmond
also had two of her own shots. Megan Kilroy and Lizzy Bruder had one shot apiece.
Mustang's goalkeeper Brienna Dehkes made six saves and allowed two Warrior goals
to pass through her possession.
Previously, on Saturday, the Warriors faced the Sioux Falls Cougars and won with
the most goals scored in a single game of the year 6-1.This was the second most goals
scored in a single game since September 29, 2012 when the Warriors beat Northern State
University 7-1.
Freshman Forward Darian Molter and Rodman each scored a pair of goals to help

solidify the Warrior win against Sioux Falls.
The Cougars were the first to score, with Ciara Howerton kicking in a goal during the
first ten minutes of the match's play to give the Cougars the lead early on.
Rodman scored her third goal of the season off of a penalty kick in the 37th minute to
tie the teams at 1-1 apiece.
Rodman was back at it soon again, scoring her second goal of the game—and fourth of
the season—less than a minute after the beginning of the second half.
Molter was next, scoring her two goals of the game in the 52nd and 56th minute of
play to up the Warriors lead 4-1. These were Molter's fifth and sixth goals of the season.
Riebau was awarded with an assist from the fourth goal.
Kne was next up for the Warriors scoring effort, scoring her third goal of the year in the
60th minute and increased Winona State's lead 5-1 off of an assist from Sames.
The Warriors' sixth and final goal of the match was scored in the 73rd minute of the
game by Holly Berling with a pair of assists from Kati Baker and Fritz. This was Berlin's
second individual goal of the season.
Winona State totaled 28 total shots with 16 being on goal.
Rodman had the game-high six shots with two goals. Riebau followed Rodman with
five shots and one goal.
Baker and Kne recorded three shots each, while Taylor Zehren, Hayley Bach and
Molter added two shots each to Winona State's total.
Sabinash and Berling rounded out the team with one shot individually. Oleson recorded
three saves and allowed one Cougar goal.
Goalkeeper Iris Ostrovsky also saw time in the net, playing goalkeeper for 11 minutes
in the game.
Sioux Falls totaled seven shots with four shots on goal for the match.
Howerton had a team-high three shots with her team's lone goal.
The women's soccer team will be back in action to take on Bemidji State University
(7-6-1 overall, 6-4-1 in NSIC) at 6 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 24 in Bemidji, Minn. They will
take on the University of Minnesota, Crookston (6-5-3 overall, 5-4-2 in NSIC) at noon on
Sunday, Oct. 26 in Cookston, Minn.

BY KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN
sports reporter/copy editor

kbridenhagenll @winona.edu

University of Minnesota, Crookston Minnesota State University, Mankato
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Winona State challenges teams on
the importance of sustainability
W

inona State University is trending the hashtag
#SustyChallenge as a part of the 2014
Sustainability Challenge: a monthlong challenge open to
students, faculty and staff to encourage environmentally
conscious practices on campus.
The challenge promotes awareness of being
environmentally green through various team activities.
By breaking bad habits and creating good green habits,
environmental awareness is created and sustained.
Mike Plombon, a senior nursing student at Winona
State, said, "The challenge will help the environment
down the road, mostly be promoting environmentally
conscious practices."
One of the teams, "The Bonnie Rae's," sat down to
discuss the Sustainability Challenge with their captain,
Linda Heath.
"It's a good way to get involved with the community,"
Heath said, smiling at her students, who are mostly
nursing majors.
"As nursing majors, we can promote being

12»Life

environmental sustainable through our patients," Plombon
said. "We can touch different audiences normal people
can't."
The Sustainability Challenge's goal is directed toward
promoting green practices, but it also promotes doing
things to help lower environmental impact on Earth by
making changes in daily life.
Matt Benson and Katie Blegen, participants in the
challenge, mentioned a few of these changes.
"We use washable plates, we carpool and pick up trash
alongside the road," Benson said.
"I actually started unplugging my toaster and turning
off the lights in the rooms I am not in," Blegen said.
"Even my roommates started to help."
To win the Sustainability Challenge, teams are given
a sheet of sustainable practices which get scored. With
every activity, the team receives points, and at the end of
the challenge the team with the most points will be named
victor and will take home other prizes.
Other environmentally conscious practices include

walking to school, using a reusable bottle, not smoking,
washing clothes in cold water, unplugging at least three
appliances when not in use and eating a meatless meal.
"I actually unplug all my appliances when I go home
for the long weekend," Blegen said. "It is about being
aware of the environment."
The Sustainability Challenge will last more than four
weeks.
"The Bonnie Rae's" believe they will win the challenge.

BY SAMANTHA BECK

features writer
sbeckll @winona.edu
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Film in review: "Gone Girl
B

ased off of the novel by Gillian Flynn, the film "Gone
Girl" provides the audience with a thriller that will
remain etched in their mind for weeks.
As the movie develops, the audience is absorbed by the
toxic love story of Nick and Amy Dunne.
When Nick Dunne first met his wife Amy, it was almost
too good to be true. She was a rich girl from New York,
and he was a small town guy from Missouri. They both
fell for each other fast. Once they were married, their love
continued to grow. And then, a recession hit.
Both of them lost their jobs, and, to make matters worse,
Nick's mother was diagnosed with stage four cancer. The
Dunne's decided to leave New York City to take care of
his mother and create a new life in Nick's hometown. Amy
soon finds herself trapped in a town she does not belong
in.
After the death of Nick's mother, the two continue their
life in Missouri but find themselves turning into people
they hate. Amy has become the nagging wife, and Nick
has turned into the lazy, secretive husband. This leaves
Amy still trapped in a small town and both of them trapped
in a marriage they can no longer save. At the time of their
fifth wedding anniversary, Nick finds himself going for a
walk to think about the marriage. Once he returns, Amy is
missing.
As the search for his wife takes place, the audience gets
a glimpse of Amy's personal diary. We learn her hopes,
her goals and her fear of her husband's temper. As the
search for Amy continues, the police, media and audience

are given more questions than answers. There is only one
question they continue to ask: "Did Nick Dunne kill his
wife?"
With every twist and turn in the movie, the most
consistent performance is of Ben Affleck, who portrays
Nick Dunne. Affleck shines as a husband that is not
only desperate to find his wife bijt also trying to prove
his innocence. Affleck uses his good looks to charm the
audience while still being able to come off as slimy and
unlikeable.
Another great performance is by Carrie Coon, who
provides the much-needed comic relief in the movie as
Nick's twin sister Margot.
Yet, the spotlight of this movie truly belongs to
Rosamund Pike as the icy and judgmental Amy
Dunne. Pike's depiction of a woman being faced with
disappointment continues to draw the audience in
especially when she reaches her breaking point.
One more performance to note is by Neil Patrick Harris,
who is wonderfully creepy as a former ex-boyfriend and
stalker of Amy's, who resurfaces after her disappearance.
The plot of film has a nice flow and gradually builds to
keep the audience on their toes. Audience member Jana
Mason found the plot to be a highlight of the film.
"Very cool plot. You never knew what was going to
happen next," Mason said.
Director David Fincher, whose work includes films such
as "Fight Club" and "The Social Network" uses the actors
and the camera to enhance the plot and honor the original

ft

work of the book. Also, author Flynn wrote the screenplay,
which helped the film stay true to the book.
Although there are many points of the film that were fast
paced and energetic, at over two and a half hours, the film
was quite lengthy. Moviegoer Joey Van Antwerp agreed.
"The movie was very interesting, but it was way too
long," Van Antwerp said.
Some would argue the length of the movie was
necessary to establish the different relationships of
the characters and the several events that led to Amy's
disappearance. By the end of the movie, the film has taken
many different turns.
When the movie started, it unfolded into a wonderful
romantic drama. As the film continued, it turned into a
gripping mystery hard to ignore. This film causes the
audience not only to ask the characters questions but also
to question themselves.
Time and time again, the film showed what lengths
people will go to protect love and themselves.

BY ELIZABETH PULANCO

features writer
epulancol 2@winona.edu
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Letter: a response to
n
"In the Peanut Gallery
F

ollowing another disappointing season, the Twins will
go into the rebuilding stage once again, except this
time they shift their off-season focus on the coaching staff.
The future of the Twins' success hinges on the selection of
their new manager. That sounds dramatic, but with all the
young talent the Twins have on their 40-man roster they
need a manager who can impact the culture now to sustain a
winning team for many years to come.
In the past few years, some of baseball's best managers
rode off into the sunset. Managers Tony La Russa (St. Louis
Cardinals), Jim Leyland (Detroit Tigers), and Bobby Cox
(Atlanta Braves) were among these notable retirees. The
managers who replaced these greats all inherited ball clubs
that knew how to win because it was intertwined in their
culture for so many years.
The Twins must find a manager willing to teach
young players how to win and, in the process, help these
youngsters produce beyond their potential. Although Ozzie
Guillen is a well-established manager not only in this
league but also in the AL Central, in my opinion, he is not
the best choice for the Twins. He was barely above .500 in
his career, and sitting in the clubhouse after being tossed
from a game does not help teach a team of youngsters how
to finish a game in the ninth inning. Fire and passion are a
great thing to have in baseball, but it is not the best way to
be consistent winners.
The Ignitor burns with a different flame. He may not be
an established manager yet, but the potential is infinite,
much like that of the players who are going to be playing

at Target Field this upcoming year. Being successful at a
high level and being comfortable with the players in an
environment that he is familiar with gives Molitor a great
edge over Guillen in my mind. With Guillen you know what
you are going to get, but with Molitor there is the unknown
factor that might be the spark the Twins need.
Are either of these two options the best choice to be the
new skipper of the Twins organization?
The answer is no. In my mind, the best available option
for the Twins is Dino Ebel. Who, you ask? He is the current
bench coach for the Angels and is one of the top candidates
for the Houston Astros manager opening. My reasons for
thinking Ebel is the best option for the Twins are that he has
shown success in the minors as a manager for the Dodgers
farm system. He is known as an excellent teacher who has
coached and managed in many different roles within the
Angels organization.
The biggest reason is that he has coached under Mike
Scioscia. The roots of Mike Scioscia's former coaches
branch to three current managers that have shown success at
the major league level. Joe Maddon (Tampa Bay Rays), Bud
Black (San Diego Padres), and Ron Roenicke (Milwaukee
Brewers) are all current major league managers that have
coached under Mike Scioscia. Scioscia teaches consistency,
fundamentals, and winning much like the current managers
who once coached alongside the longest tenured manager
in baseball. These traits are the definition of the team the
Minnesota Twins need to become.
CONTRIBUTED BY CODY KREINER
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Warriors snap losing streak with 38-19 victory
T

he Winona State University football
team posted a 38-19 victory Saturday
night at Harms-Eischeid Stadium in
Fayette, Iowa. The Warriors defeated
Upper Iowa University to break their threegame losing streak.
Warrior Ryan Gerts forced a Peacock
fumble on the second play from scrimmage
that Mitch Lunder scooped up, giving the
offense their first drive at Upper Iowa's 24
yard line. Paul Preston then scrambled 16
yards for the touchdown on the second play
of the Warriors'' drive to give Winona State
a 7-0 lead.
The Peacocks responded a few minutes
later with a 13-yard score of their own to
knot things up at seven points apiece.
Preston took the first play from
scrimmage 48 yards down to Upper Iowa's
22-yard line. This play would lay the
foundation for Direll Clark's seven-yard
rushing touchdown to give the Warriors a
14-7 advantage.
Still in the first quarter, Jack Nelson
connected with Cameron Johnson for a 12yard touchdown to increase the Warriors'
lead 21-7 with 2:49 left.
After a Peacock field goal early in the

second quarter cut the deficit to 11, Upper
Iowa would bring it down to within a
touchdown right before the break. The
Peacocks used a blocked punt to their
advantage to help set up a 32-yard field
goal to cut the lead 21-13 heading into the
locker room.
After the break, Clark recorded his
second score of the night, this time from
one yard out to give the Warriors a 28-13
advantage.
Later in the third quarter Nelson
scrambled for a 15-yard touchdown after
avoiding the sack to bring the score to
35-13.
Carter McCauley punched through his
second field goal of the season early in the
fourth quarter to increase the Warrior lead
38-13 before the Peacocks retaliated with a
two-yard rush for a touchdown.
Winona State stopped Upper Iowa's twopoint conversion to keep the score 38-19, a
score that would remain until the end.
Winona State allowed 23 carries for 35
yards. The Warriors carried the ball 45
times to the tune of 226 yards.
Preston posted 133 yards for the Warriors
and a score on 20 attempts with 6.7 yards

per carry. The sophomore running back
finished the night with 201 all-purpose
yards.
Head coach Tom Sawyer said, "The
offensive line improved greatly over the
last week. We made less mistakes which
makes better plays."
As for the defense, sophomore linebacker
Jarrett Wood led the Warriors with seven
tackles - two of which went for a loss
and a sack, while also snagging a 38-yard
interception return as well as scooping up
a fumble.
"The main contributors to our success
were having all eleven on the same page
and playing assignment football," Wood
said. "The coaches got after us all week
and it was nice to play a full complete
game. A huge key was gaining momentum
from taking the ball away and handling
adversity."
Ian Murray also recorded an interception
for Winona State, while Anthony Catanese
and Jeff Brown were awarded a full sack
each. Tyler Kubler also posted a couple of
tackles-for-loss to add to the Warrior cause.
"As far as holding them to 35 yards
rushing, I'd say the main factor was the

D-line play was outstanding," linebacker
Ryan Gerts said. "It makes it a lot easier
on us linebackers when we have clear
vision, and the D-line did a great job
opening things up for us and getting great
penetration."
Gerts said being able to get to the
quarterback was extremely important and
will also be key in next week's game.
"We were able to rack up 3 sacks but a
big factor was just hits on the quarterback
and making him uncomfortable in the
pocket," Gerts said. "That will be huge
next week against Sioux Falls. We need
to have great rush defense and get to the
quarterback."
Winona State (4-3) will now return home
for another matchup at Warrior Stadium
on Saturday where it faces No. 19 Sioux
Falls for their annual homecoming game.
Kickoff is set for 2:30 p.m.

BY SAM THIEL
sports reporter

sthielll@winona.edu
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Cross country completes regular season
W

inona State University men and women's cross
country team finished their regular season after
competing in the Drews-Neubauer Invitational on Saturday
— an annual cross country meet in honor of Jim Drews
and Tori Neubauer, former University of Wisconsin- La
Crosse All-Americans and national champions.
The 8,000-meter course for men (Jim Drews Race) and a
6,000-meter course for women (Tori Neubauer Race) took
place on Saturday, Oct. 18 at the Maple Grove Country
Club Ettrick in Ettrick, Wis.
The Winona State men's cross country team closed its
regular season placing 13th out of 27 teams in the Jim
Drews Race with a score of 385.
Winona State's top finisher for the men's team was
junior Shane Carlson, clocking in at 26:29.12 to finish 59th
in the meet.
Freshman Max Gonzalez crossed the finish line with
a time of 26:36 to finish 73rd. Junior Nick Couillard
followed two spots back with a time of 26:37, placing
75th.
Freshman Reed Parent finished 93rd with a time of
26:49 and senior Billy Eifert finished 107th with a time of
26:55 to round out the Warriors top five finishers.
Junior Benjamin Clausen and senior Sam Westerberg

also ran in the meet. Clausen finished with a time of 27:06
placing 109th, and Westerberg finished with a time of
27:10 placing 111th.
The Winona State women's cross country team finished
its regular season with a second place finish in the Tori
Neubauer Race with a score of 115.
Out of the 30 teams, the Warriors finished behind host
school Wisconsin-La Crosse, with the College of St.
Benedict in third, the University of St. Thomas in fourth
and the University of Minnesota in fifth.
Winona State had six of its seven runners finish in the
top 50 out of the 453 runners in the invitational.
Senior Jordan Skelly paced the way for the Warriors and
crossed the finish line at 22:15.29 to place eighth.
Junior Jordan Paschke finished second for the Warriors
with a time of 22:45.08 and place 14th overall.
Senior Chelsea Schrubble was 23rd overall with a time
of 23:00, sophomore Amanda Kaiser finished in 25th place
with a time of 23:03 and sophomore Kate Simonet finished
45th with a time of 23:25 to round out Winona State's top
five finishers.
Freshman Raissa Hansen finished with a time of 23:29
placing 50th and sophomore Madeline Martell finished
with a time of 23:30 placing 52nd to round out the Warrior

runners in the meet.
Men and women's cross county head coach Brett Ayers
said, " Everyone just tries to get better every meet."
The women's cross county team has been run at the
national championship the last two years. Coach Ayers said
this year the women's team wants to go back and finish top
ten.
"We have a really good shot," Ayers said.
The men's team has never been to the national
championship. Ayers said this year they want to finish top
three as a team at the NISC Championship and then go to
the NCAA Central Region Championship to compete for a
chance race at the national meet.
The Warriors return to action in the NSIC Championship
on Nov. 8 in Wayne, Neb. The men's team is set to start at
10:30 a.m., with the women's race starting one hour later.

BY ALEXANDRIA CARTER

sports reporter
acarterl 3@winona.edu

Warrior volleyball drops two conference matches
F

acing another week of conference competition, the
Winona State University women's volleyball team
competed in games against Concordia University-St. Paul,
University of Sioux Falls and Southwest Minnesota State
University to post one win and two losses.
Opening the week against Concordia-St. Paul, head
coach Joe Getzin said Concordia is always dangerous.
"Any team that wins seven straight national titles is
always going to be tough to beat," Getzin said.
Travelling to St. Paul, the Warriors committed numerous
errors in the first set. Concordia cruised to a 25-12 first
set victory while holding the Warriors to a .000 hitting
percentage.
In the second set the Warriors kept the score close until
the end. Both teams went point for point until Concordia
claimed the set win 25-23.
The Warriors took an early lead 8-0 in the third set
— a lead they would not surrender. A small Concordia
comeback was overcome by a similar Warrior comeback,
but the game closed out 25-20 in favor of the Warriors.
Even with the momentum from the win, the Warriors
fell to Concordia's offense in the fourth and final set of the
match by a score of 25-14.
The offense for the Warriors was led by efforts from
Taylor Goar and Kylea Roeglin who each had ten kills.
Defensively, Jamie Cairncross had 15 digs, while Danielle
Rampart recorded nine, as the team put up one of their best
defensive outings of the season.
Returning home after a three game road trip, the
Warriors were set to face Sioux Falls on Friday, Oct. 17
and Southwest Minnesota State the following day.
Like the Concordia game, the Warriors dropped the
first set of the match by a 25-23 score. Rebounding in the
second set the Warrior offense picked up the pace and led
the way to a 25-16 win. A third set was again a Warrior
victory. This time the score was 25-19.
The following set gave the Warriors their third straight
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Mckenna Larsen sets Kylea Roeglin for a kill.

set win and the fourth and final set gave them the match
win. Goar helped to push the Warriors ahead in the last set
with six kills in a 25-23 Warrior win.
Three Warriors finished the match with a double-double
as Goar had 14 digs and 16 kills, Larsen had 10 kills with
43 assists and Rampart had 12 kills and 13 digs.
Finishing the week against Southwest Minnesota State
the Warriors were taken down in straight sets by the sixthranked Mustangs.
The Warriors fell behind early in the first set, giving the
Mustangs a 25-23 opening set win. A similar story for the
second set, the Warriors fell by a score of 25-22.
The Warriors lost the third and final set 25-16 to give
Southwest Minnesota the sweep. The defense held

JACOB STRIKER

Southwest Minnesota to a .236 hitting percentage and
the offense posted a .097 hitting percentage for the entire
match.
At week's end the Warriors are 14-5 on the season and
have a 9-4 record in the NSIC. A three game road series
starts next weekend with matches against Wayne State
University and Augustana College on Friday, Oct. 24 and
Saturday, Oct. 25, respectively.

BY DILLON HOGAN

sports reporter
dhogan11@winona.edu
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Women's rugby gains momentum
moving toward playoffs
T

he University of North Dakota was scheduled to take
on Winona State University women's rugby team
on Saturday but forfeited due to financial issues. The
officers and coaches of Winona State's Black Katts found
themselves scrambling to secure a match against a quality
opponent for a replacement game.
Luckily, the Minneapolis Menagerie and Wisconsin
Rugby (Madison) clubs, both Division Two women's
teams, joined forces to take on the Black Katts. Since the
forfeited game was set to take place at home, Black Katt
assistant coach Nick Pronold worked to fill the gaps of
players who were unable to make the trip to Eagan, Minn,
to take on the senior women's teams.
Head coach Joshua Krzewinski said the Black Katts
could not afford a weekend off this close to post-season,
and the last minute competition would be much tougher
than what Winona State has seen this season.
"It's a perfect opportunity to play 'up' as we are only
three weeks out from playoffs," Krzewinski said. "Being
we are playing senior club teams, I expect us to be
challenged, especially on the defensive side of the ball."
The Black Katts have continued to increase their
work rate in practice to prepare for playoffs. Krzewinski
describes this work rate as "the ability to perform the skills
needed at a high speed for an extended amount of time
without physical or mental fatigue."
Practice is continuing to start with a one to two mile run
warm up followed by continually added agility drills.
Senior flanker/center Nadia Nassif said she loves the
intensified practices in preparation for playoffs.
"Playoffs and nationals are a whole new level of play,
and it is important that we put in the hours of intense
practice to succeed as planned," Nassif said. "Now is the
time to try new things and gain confidence on the field,
so when we are playing a tough game in an important
situation we are ready to do what Black Katt rugby has
always done."
The Black Katts executed this plan to succeed and beat
the mixture of two women's teams on Saturday 70-0.
Krzewinski said, "The back line's speed and power was
no match for the opposition. With the backs carving up the
field, it allowed our forward pack to also spread across the
field and display some open field skills of their own."
By halftime the Black Katts managed to rack up 38
points with tries and conversions from Lanoira Duliart,
Georgia Porter, Lachen Esters and Lindsey Bucki.
Sam Wi lcox opened the second half with a try. Her
teammates followed with more tries and conversions from
Rachel Thompson, Nikki Linberg, Megan Wolff, Kourtney
Kavajecz, Bucki and Porter to give the Black Katts the
70-0 win.
Saturday, Oct. 25 the Black Katts will play the
University of Minnesota Duluth in their final home game
of the season.
Although Winona State women's rugby continues to
come out on top week after week, the Black Katts have
dropped down to No. 1 in the nation as Notre Dame
College took over the No. 2 title.
Krzewinski said according to the polls it was nothing
the Black Katts did to warrant the swap between first and
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Black Katts win possession in a line-out last season.

second rank. Winona State beat Notre Dame College in the
national championship last year.
Notre Dame College has been able to schedule many
Divison One teams due to funding from the college and
flexible independent schedule. They also offer rugby
scholarships and have brought in talent from around the
world.
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Krzewinski said, "This is motivating our girls to work
even harder and prepare to take them down should we
meet again in the final four."

BY ALLISON MUELLER
sports reporter/sports editor

amuellerl 2@winona.edu
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In the peanut gallery...
Each week sports reporters Matthew Lambert and Eric Schroeder will face off on a hot topic in sports. The world of sports is changing quickly
and constantly, but we want to slow it down and take a better look at the juiciest gossip, scandal, rumor or issue that is making headlines this
week. Lambert and Schroeder will take different sides and battle it out, telling you why you they are right.

This week's topic: Who will win the Stanley Cup?
Lambert and Schroeder will give their predictions of who will win the Stanley Cup — a competition that has not had a consistent winner in the past. With nine different Stanley Cup
winners in the past 14 seasons, this leaves room for speculation on who shall raise Lord Stanley in a few months. Let's talk about it...
(Recap by Matthew Lambert and Eric Schroeder)
For the third time in six years, the
Chicago Blackhawks will win the Stanley
Cup.
It is somewhat sacrilegious for me to be
living and going to school in Wild country
and cheering for the Blackhawks, but I will
always be a Chicagoan. As another season
descends upon us, there are great reasons
as to why the Blackhawks will reach the
pinnacle of hockey again
The first reason is Patrick Kane and
Jonathon Tbwes. They are the best duo in
hockey, and their late game heroics in big
games are unmatched. Couple this with
some of the best supporting cast in the
league (Marian Hossa, Duncan Keith and
others) and you have a dynasty.
In addition, Corey Crawford has
established himself as one of the top
goalies in the league. No one has made as
many fantastic saves and kept a team in the
game like Crawford. He has a career 2.34
goals against average and a save percentage
of 91.4. Even when he does have a bad
game, the offense is potent enough to make
up for it, which is why the Blackhawks are
such a well-rounded team.
As far as other competition goes, there
will always be a rivalry with the Wild.
After the Hawks have knocked them out of
the playoffs for two consecutive seasons,
there will be a deep desire for vengeance.
Another budding rivalry comes from
south of Chicago down in St. Louis. The
Blues and Hawks went at it last year, and
there is certainly going to be a number of
serious matchups through out the regular
season.
One matchup that will not be as
important until the playoffs is between the
Hawks and Kings. These two teams are
quite possibly the only two dynasties in
modern hockey, and every single year they
put together a quality hockey series.
As we gear up for a long nine months,
get ready for another exciting run to lift the
Cup.

The Boston Bruins have been a dominant
force in hockey since their installment in
1924, winning six Stanley Cups, including
one in 2011.
What are the reasons this team will win
the Stanley Cup this season over a league
that has strong teams such.as the Kings,
Blackhawks and Wild?
Reason one: the goaltender.
After winning the Stanley Cup in 2011,
the Bruins made the difficult decision of
letting Tim Thomas go to make way for
Tuukka Rask who has not disappointed
Bruins fans. Rask has won 21 of his
35 playoff games and had a .930 save
percentage last season. He is a perennial
Norris Trophy nominee and is looking to
improve on his gaudy save percentage this
season.
Reason two: coaching.
Claude Julien has been an outstanding
coach for the Bruins. Julien has 395 wins to
236 losses in his career between his three
stints as a head coach. Also, Julien won the
Jack Adams award in his third year as the
Bruins head coach. Julien has improved
as a head coach since then and will benefit
with having a healthy squad this year.
Lastly: the captain.
Not only does Zdeno Chara have a great
name, he is also an incredible defender and
captain for the Bruins. Last season, Chara
had 17 goals and 23 assists as a defensive
player. Chara may be turning 38 years old
this season, but father time is nowhere to
be found.
So if the Bruins have all of this talent,
what's to stop them from making another
run at the Stanley Cup and redeeming
themselves from last year's playoff
blunder?
Only themselves.

BY ERIC SCHROEDER

BY MATTHEW LAMBERT

sports reporter

sports reporter

eschroederl 4@winona.edu
Oct. 22,2014—

mlambertll@winona.edu
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Mckenna Lames and Lairai KadraMwki celebrate after s-teriag as the Cottgars.

JACOB STRIKER

Check out the E-Wazoo Homecoming Challenge
Complete fun challenges for a chance
to earn prizes such as lawn chairs
with tablet holders, portable USB
chargers, stylus pens, screen wipes
and tablet stands. The more you
complete, the more points you can
earn.
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